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An integrable model possessing inhomogeneous ground states is proposed as an effective model of nonuniform
quantum condensates such as supersolids and Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovchinnikov superﬂuids. The model is a
higher-order analog of the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation. We derive an n-soliton solution via the inverse
scattering theory with elliptic-functional background and reveal various kinds of soliton dynamics such as
dark soliton billiards, dislocations, gray solitons, and envelope solitons. We also provide the exact bosonic
and fermionic quasiparticle eigenstates and show their tunneling phenomena. The solutions are expressed by a
determinant of theta functions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Spatially inhomogeneous quantum condensates have been
attracting a lot of attention for a long time. For bosonic con-
densates, the supersolid phase, which was originally discussed
four decades ago [1–3], has received a renewed interest since
the torsional oscillator experiments of 4He [4,5]. While the
most recent work [6] has concluded the absence of superso-
lidity, the candidate of supersolid is also proposed in Rydberg
matters [7,8]. For fermionic condensates, the realization and
observation of Fulde-Ferrell (FF) [9] and Larkin-Ovchinnikov
(LO) [10] states have been a long-standing topic. Within a
framework of self-consistent Bogoliubov–de Gennes (BdG)
formalism, the LO state is shown to be a ground state in the
presence of amagnetic ﬁeld or a population imbalance [11,12].
There are also various experimental candidates, for example,
CeCoIn5 in condensed matter [13,14]. In ultracold atoms,
the spin-imbalanced superﬂuid 6Li has been investigated as
a candidate [15–17]. While other phases have been reported
[18–22], the high controllability of system parameters and
rich atomic species in ultracold atomic systems still provide
good opportunities to investigate these nonuniform phases.
The problem equivalent to the BdG systems also appears in
high-energy physics. Modulated phases in the Nambu-Jona-
Lasinio or the Gross-Neveu (GN) model [23,24] are studied
[25–30] as an effective model of quantum chromodynamics
[31].
To study the quantum condensates, in addition to the
density-functional approach or the Thomas-Fermi approxima-
tion [32], the nonlinear Schro¨dinger (NLS) equation and its
generalizations are often used and referred to as the Gross-
Pitaevskii or the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) equation for bosonic
or fermionic systems. Though Gorkov’s original derivation
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justiﬁes the GL description only near T = Tc, the recent
studies show that the gap function obeys the NLS equation
with higher-order corrections even near T = 0 [27–30,33].
Many theoretical studies have established a common
and model-independent understanding for the mechanism of
spontaneous modulation in the ground states and the low-
energy excitations around them. Compared to stationary states,
however, the nature of nonlinear excitations such as solitons
or vortices passing through these modulated condensates has
not been fully investigated yet, because of the difﬁculty to
treat time-dependent phenomena. Solitons are also important
for understanding transport phenomena past an obstacle in
nonstationary regimes [34,35]. To investigate these issues, an
integrable model will play a prominent role, since we can
access the various kinds of dynamics exactly. We also mention
that the chiral soliton-lattice structure in a chiral helimagnet
has been directly observed by Lorenz microscopy [36], and
the sine-Gordon soliton running through this lattice has been
investigated [37]. The collision between the soliton and the
surface in mixed phases [15,16,18–21] will also be important.
The “supersolitons” in two-component Bose condensates are
proposed in Ref. [38]. Thus, understanding the soliton motion
with pattern-formed background is becoming more important
today.
In this paper, we propose an integrable model of nonuni-
form quantum condensates using the higher-order differential
equations in the NLS hierarchy. Solving it by the inverse
scattering theory (IST) with soliton-lattice background, we
obtain an n-soliton solution written by elliptic theta functions.
The obtained soliton solutions are classiﬁed based on the shape
of the background lattices and the eigenvalues of solitons, and
we propose the following: If the background lattice is almost
an array of well-separated dark solitons (in other words, if the
elliptic parameter of the modulated condensate is nearly m 
1), the system exhibits three kinds of solitons: the dark soliton
billiards, the static dislocations, and the gray solitons. If the
background lattice has rather trigonometric shape (if m  0),
we observe the envelope solitons.The behavior of the envelope
soliton is similar to those observed in supersolid theoretical
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models. Furthermore, we also provide exact eigenstates for
bosonic and fermionic Bogoliubov quasiparticles. The bosonic
ones are essential in investigation of Nambu-Goldstone (NG)
modes and linear stability.
Note that the solitons given here are different from gap
solitons (see, e.g., [39] and references therein). The system
forms a pattern not by a periodic external force but by itself,
and hence themodulated background and the solitons inﬂuence
each other.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II
summarizes the main result of this paper. The idea of ﬁnding
a model, the determination of density-modulated ground
states, the eigenstates for bosonic and fermionic Bogoliubov
quasiparticles, and the expressions of n-soliton solutions, their
classiﬁcations, and the animation examples are included in this
section. In Secs. III–VI, mathematical details of formulations
are presented. Section III provides fermionic eigenstates
of the BdG operator for the elliptic-functional background.
In Sec. IV, we formulate the IST with the soliton-lattice
background. In Sec. V, we describe a general criterion in
order for the higher-order NLS equations to have the solution
of the lower-order ones. In Sec. VI, we determine the time
evolution of general higher-order NLS equations with elliptic
background. In Sec. VII, we give a summary and perspective.
Appendixes provide details of calculations and conventions
and formulas of elliptic functions.
II. SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULT
The energy functional of the model proposed in this
paper is
H = c3I3 + c5I5, (2.1)
where c3,c5 are real and I3 =
∫
dx (|ψx |2 + |ψ |4) and I5 =∫
dx {|ψxx |2 + 6|ψ |2|ψx |2 + [(|ψ |2)x]2 + 2|ψ |6} are the third
and ﬁfth conserved quantities in the NLS hierarchy [40,41].
We are interested in the soliton motion with the ﬁnite-
density background, so we consider H − μN , where μ is
a chemical potential and N = I1 =
∫
dx|ψ |2 is the particle
number. The resulting partial differential equation i∂tψ =
δ(H − μN )/δψ∗ is given by
iψt = − μψ + c3(−ψxx + 2|ψ |2ψ) + c5[ψxxxx
− 2(|ψ |2)xxψ − 3ψ∗(ψ2)xx + 6|ψ |4ψ], (2.2)
where the subscripts t and x denote the differentiation.
A. Idea of model construction
Let us see how to ﬁnd an integrable model of density-
modulated condensates. We ﬁrst demonstrate that the model
with a nonlocal interaction such as soft-core bosons [42–47],
which are used as a model of supersolid, can be approxi-
mated by a higher-order differential equation. Consider, for
example, the Gaussian-type two-body interaction V (x) =
V0(x)
2a
√
π
e−x
2/(4a2)
, where a > 0 is an interaction length and
V0(x) is a slowly varying even function. Using the expansion
1
2a
√
π
e−x
2/(4a2) = δ(x) + a2δ′′(x) + a42 δ′′′′(x) + · · · , the NLS
equation for the soft-core model i∂tψ(x,t) = −∂2xψ(x,t) +
∫
dyV (x − y)|ψ(y,t)|2ψ(x,t) can be approximated as
iψt = − ψxx + [ ˜V0|ψ |2 + ˜V2(|ψ |2)xx + ˜V4(|ψ |2)xxxx]ψ
(2.3)
up to O(a4), where ˜V0 = V0(0) + a2V ′′0 (0) + a
4
2 V
′′′′
0 (0), ˜V2 =
a2[V0(0) + 3a2V ′′0 (0)], and ˜V4 = a
4
2 V0(0). Even though
Eq. (2.3) is too rough an approximation for the original
nonlocal model, it exhibits a roton minimum in the
Bogoliubov spectrum and has an inhomogeneous ground
state in certain parameter regions, similar to Ref. [44]. It
is reasonable that the higher-order derivative can induce
a spatial order, because the energy of the system should
have a minimum at a nonzero momentum, and the simplest
such example is given by E(p) ∼ −p2 + p4. In fact, many
pattern-forming models have higher-order derivatives, such as
the convective instability [48], the magnetic ﬂuids [49], and
the generalized GL theory [50].
While Eq. (2.3) is not integrable, we can construct an
integrable model including higher-order derivatives by using
the higher-order conserved quantities in the NLS hierarchy.
Since the even-number In’s break a parity symmetry [40], the
minimal model including higher-order derivatives is given by
H = c3I3 + c5I5, that is, the model (2.1).
The system is unstable if c5 < 0 since the dispersion of the
linearized operator becomes  ∼ −k4. We can also conﬁrm
that the ground state becomes a trivial uniform state if both c3
and c5 are positive. Thus, the nontrivial physics arises when
c3 < 0 and c5 > 0. So, we mainly consider this case.
B. Density-modulated ground state
Let us begin the analysis of the model (2.1) in detail. We
ﬁrst determine the static ground state. Although the general
stationary solution to Eq. (2.2) is the quasiperiodic Riemann
theta function with genus g = 3 [51–54], here we assume that
higher-genus solutions are energetically unfavored and only
consider the two candidates, i.e., the FF and LO states,
ψFF(x) =
√
ρ¯eipx, (2.4)
ψLO(x) = i
√
mα sn(αx|m), α =
√
ρ¯/Q(m), (2.5)
where Q(m) :=
√
1 − E(m)
K(m) , with K(m) and E(m) being
the complete elliptic integral of the ﬁrst and second kind,
respectively. ρ¯ is an average of particle number density, and
p and m are variational parameters chosen to minimize the
energy. These states solve Eq. (2.2) and chemical potentials are
determined as μFF = c3(p2 + 2ρ¯) + c5(p4 + 12ρ¯p2 + 6ρ¯2)
for ψFF and μLO = c3(m + 1)α2 + c5(m2 + 4m + 1)α4 for
ψLO. Let EFF(ρ¯) and ELO(ρ¯) be the energies per particle for FF
and LO states in which the variational parameters p and m are
chosen to minimize the energy for ﬁxed ρ¯. See Appendix A for
their evaluation. Figure 1 shows the plot of EFF(ρ¯) and ELO(ρ¯)
and corresponding periods. From Fig. 1, we can conclude that
the density-modulated LO state becomes the lowest-energy
state if the particle density is small (ρ¯ < −5c318c5 ). Note also that
if the density becomes smaller, the period becomes shorter.
This behavior is similar to the gap function of the BdG/GN
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FIG. 1. The energies per particle and the periods for FF and LO
states. We set (c3,c5) = (−1,1). For reference, we also show the
energy for the uniform state ψ = √ρ¯.
models [11,25]. As shown in Sec. II E, this LO state is linearly
stable.
C. AKNS form
Next we want to present the quasiparticle wave functions
and soliton dynamics in the presence of the LO background.
To do this, we introduce a few theoretical tools from soliton
theory, that is, the Ablowitz-Kaup-Newell-Segur (AKNS)
representation and the uniformization variable of the genus-1
Riemann surface.
Equation (2.2) enjoys the AKNS representation [41,55],
∂xf = U (x,t,λ)f, ∂tf = V (x,t,λ)f, (2.6)
where λ is a spectral parameter and f is a two-component
vector called the Jost function. The matrices U and V for
Eq. (2.2) are given by [41,56]
U =
(−iλ q
r iλ
)
, V = −μV (1) + c3V (3) + c5V (5), (2.7)
where q = r∗ = −iψ , V (n) =∑n−1j=0(−2λ)n−j−1M (j ), and
M (j )’s are the formal Laurent expansion solution of Mx =
[U,M] (see Sec. V). The explicit forms of M (j ) for j  4 are
given in Ref. [56], with ψ = iq and ψ∗ = −ir . The compati-
bility condition Ut − Vx + [U,V ] = 0 yields Eq. (2.2).
It is known that quasiperiodic solutions in integrable equa-
tions have an associated higher-genus Riemann surface, which
plays an essential role in the algebrogeometric formulation
[51–54]. Deﬁning V3 := V |c3=1, c5=0, the genus-1 Riemann
surface for the sn function (2.5) is given by
ω2 = detV3|ψ=ψLO = 4λ4 − 2α2(1 + m)λ2 + 14α4(1 − m)2.
(2.8)
This Riemann surface is parametrized by the following
uniformization variable z [52]:
λ(z) = −α
2
dn(iz) dn(iz′), (2.9)
ω(z) = αλ′(z) = α
2
2
[dn2(iz′) − dn2(iz)]. (2.10)
Here and hereafter, the elliptic parameter m is omitted, and we
write z′ = K ′ − z. The convention of elliptic functions is sum-
marized in Appendix B. The time evolution of Jost functions is
described by ω23 := detV |ψ=ψLO = [4c5λ2 + c5α2(m + 1) +
c3]2ω2, which is parametrized in the same way:
ω3(z) = [4c5λ(z)2 + c5α2(m + 1) + c3]ω(z). (2.11)
Using these tools, we obtain the eigenfunctions for Bogoliubov
quasiparticles and soliton solutions, shown below. The usage
of these tools is demonstrated in Secs. III–VI.
D. Fermionic BdG quasiparticle eigenstates
The ﬁrst equation of Eq. (2.6) is equivalent to the fermionic
BdG equation for the quasiparticle with eigenenergy −λ:(−i∂x ψ
ψ∗ i∂x
)
f = −λf. (2.12)
Then the two linearly independent solutions for Eq. (2.12) with
λ = λ(z) and ψ = ψLO are given by [28,57–59]
f0(t,x,z)
= iαϑ2ϑ4e
i[k(z)−(πα)/(4K)]xeiω3(z)t
ϑ3ϑ4( αx2K )
(
ϑ1
(
αx−iz
2K
)/
ϑ4
(
iz
2K
)
ϑ4
(
αx−iz
2K
)/
ϑ1
(
iz
2K
)
)
(2.13)
and f0(t,x,z′), where ϑa(u) = ϑa(u,q) is the theta function
with q = e−πK ′/K and ϑa = ϑa(0) and
k(z) := − iα
2
[Z(iz) − Z(iz′)] (2.14)
is a crystal momentum, with Z(u) being the Jacobi zeta
function (see Appendix B for their deﬁnition). The fermionic
spectrum is given by the condition ω2 > 0 in Eq. (2.8)
(Ref. [56]), i.e., |λ| > α(1+
√
m)
2 and |λ| < α(1−
√
m)
2 , correspond-
ing to Im z = nK,n ∈ Z in z plane. The bound states appear in
the energy gap, which corresponds to Re z = ±K ′2 ; see Fig. 2.
K / 2−K / 2 K−K
iK
2
5 1
4
3
Re z
Im z −λ
1
5
3
2
4
0
FIG. 2. Relation between the uniformization variable z and the
spectral parameter −λ. Regions with the same circled numbers
correspond to each other. The scattering states exist on the lines
Im z = 0 and Im z = K . The cross marks on the lines Re z = ±K ′/2
represent discrete eigenvalues for bound states. The rectangular
contour shown by the bold line is used to derive the Gelfand-Levitan-
Marchenko (GLM) equation in the IST.
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E. Bosonic quasiparticles, NG modes, and linear stability
Next, we derive the bosonic Bogoliubov spectrum by
regardingψ as a bosonic condensate. The bosonic Bogoliubov
equation is obtained by linearization of Eq. (2.2) (see, e.g.,
Ref. [60]); writing the linearized ﬁelds (δψ,δψ∗) = (u,v), we
obtain
iut = −μu + c3[−uxx + 2(2|ψ |2u + ψ2v)] + c5[uxxxx
− 2(ψ∗u + ψv)xxψ − 2(|ψ |2)xxu − 3(ψ2)xxv
− 6ψ∗(ψu)xx + 6|ψ |2(3|ψ |2u + 2ψ2v)], (2.15)
ivt = μv − c3[−vxx + 2(2|ψ |2v + ψ∗2u)] − c5[vxxxx
− 2(ψv + ψ∗u)xxψ∗ − 2(|ψ |2)xxv − 3(ψ∗2)xxu
− 6ψ(ψ∗v)xx + 6|ψ |2(3|ψ |2v + 2ψ∗2u)]. (2.16)
The stationary Bogoliubov equation with the eigenenergy 
is obtained by substitution [u(x,t),v(x,t)] = [u(x),v(x)]e−it ,
and its spectrum determines the linear stability of a given
stationary state. We can solve the above equation by the
squared eigenfunctions [61,62]. Let f = (uFermi,vFermi)T be
a solution of Eq. (2.6). Then(
uBose
vBose
)
=
(
u2Fermi
v2Fermi
)
(2.17)
solves the bosonic Bogoliubov equation (2.15) and (2.16).
Therefore, we can draw the dispersion relation of linearized
waves by plotting [2k(z), − 2ω3(z)]; see Fig. 3. Since the
condensate breaks two continuous symmetries, i.e., the
U(1)-gauge and the translational symmetries, we observe
two NG modes, the Bogoliubov phonon, and the lattice-
vibration phonon. We can conﬁrm that the two zero modes
(uBose,vBose) = (iψ, − iψ∗) and (ψx,ψ∗x ) originating from
U(1) and translational symmetry breaking are orthogonal with
respect to σ inner products [63], and thus they independently
form type-INGmodeswith linear dispersion. This is consistent
with the counting theory of NG modes based on the Bogoli-
ubov theory [63–65]. If the counting theory is formulated based
on the Lie algebra [66–68], the commutativity is to be checked
in the sense of the centrally extended algebra [69,70].
Figure 3 also proves that there is no negative or complex
eigenvalue. Thus, the LO state is stable. On the other hand,
0π α
2K
π α
2K
kBose
0.1
0.2
0.3
∋
Bose
FIG. 3. Bosonic Bogoliubov spectrum for the sn state
[Eq. (2.5)]. Here (kBose,Bose) = [2k(z), − 2ω3(z)]. We set (c3,c5) =
(−1,1), m = 0.3, and α = 0.638. The red dashed (black solid) line
represents the lattice-vibration (Bogoliubov) phonons and corre-
sponds to ©3 (©1 and ©5 ) in Fig. 2.
π α
2 K
π α
2 K
kBose
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
∋
Bose
FIG. 4. The same plot as Fig. 3, but we set (c3,c5) = (1,0), which
corresponds to the ordinary NLS system. (kBose,Bose) = [2k(z), −
2ω(z)].
if we plot the same relation for the (c3,c5) = (1,0) system,
i.e., for the ordinary NLS system, we ﬁnd that the lattice-
vibration mode has the negative dispersion, as shown in Fig. 4
. The presence of negative energy dispersion suggests that
the LO state is at least metastable at zero temperature, but it
may become unstable if the system is thermally excited, for
example, if the ﬁnite-temperature effect is included.
Note that the bosonic Bogoliubov equation always exhibits
positive- and negative-energy eigenstates in pairs. However,
when we plot the dispersion relation, we must use the physical
solutions satisfying
∫
dx(|uBose|2 − |vBose|2)  0, since only
these solutions are used in the deﬁnition of the bosonic Bo-
goliubov transformation. The solutions with
∫
dx(|uBose|2 −
|vBose|2) < 0 are regarded as unphysical.
F. n-soliton solution
We now show the soliton dynamics in the presence of
density-modulated background. We can formulate the IST for
the elliptic-function background (see Fig. 5). The GLM equa-
tion can be derived in the sameway as the uniform background,
and the reﬂectionless potentials can be constructed as a special
solution (Sec. IV). For these potentials, the time-evolution
problem under the AKNS system [Eq. (2.6)] can be solved
for the higher-order NLS equations (Sec. VI). In fact, Sec. VI
provides amore general solution;we solve not only theAKNS3
but also the general AKNSn equation. We mention that the
Korteweg-de Vries equation with elliptic background has been
solved in Ref. [71].
Here we extract the main result from Secs. IV–VI. Let us
assume that the potential has n discrete eigenvalues λ(zj ),
k x t k k x
r k k x
FIG. 5. The IST with elliptic background. We impose the bound-
ary condition such thatψ(x) asymptotically tends to the soliton lattice,
i.e., ψ(x → −∞) = ψLO(x) and ψ(x → +∞) = ψLO(x − x0)e2iϕ0 ,
where x0,ϕ0 represents the shift induced by solitons and radiations.
The inverse problem of the ZS operator, i.e., determination of the
potentialψ(x) from the scattering data, is solved by theGLMequation
(Sec. IV).
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j = 1, . . . ,n, with zj = sj K ′2 + iηj , sj = ±1, and 0 < ηj <
K (see Fig. 2). We also write z′j = K ′ − zj . Then the
determinant expression of the n-soliton solution is given by
ψ(t,x) = ψLO(x) det[In + E
˜AE]
det[In + EME] , (2.18)
where the n × n matrices E(t,x),M(x), and ˜A(x) are deﬁned
as follows. E(t,x) = diag[e1(t,x), . . . ,en(t,x)] with
ej (t,x) = Cje−iω3(zj )t−ik(zj )x, Cj > 0. (2.19)
The (i,j ) components ofM and ˜A are deﬁned by
Mij (x) = −2α
ϑ2ϑ4ϑ4
[ αx+i(zi−z′j )
2K
]
ϑ3ϑ4
(
αx
2K
)
ϑ1
[ i(zi−z′j )
2K
] , (2.20)
˜Aij (x) = −2α
ϑ2ϑ4ϑ1
[ αx+i(zi−z′j )
2K
]
ϑ3ϑ1
(
αx
2K
)
ϑ1
[ i(zi−z′j )
2K
] ϑ4
(
izi
2K
)
ϑ1
( iz′j
2K
)
ϑ1
(
izi
2K
)
ϑ4
( iz′j
2K
) . (2.21)
The velocity of the j th soliton is given by Vj = − Imω3(zj )Im k(zj ) .
The value of Cj determines the initial position of this soliton.
ψ(t,x) has the asymptotic form
ψ(t,x) →
{
ψLO(x) (x → −∞),
ψLO(x − x0)e2iϕ0 (x → +∞),
(2.22)
with
x0 =
2
∑
j Im zj
α
, (2.23)
e2iϕ0 =
∏
j
e
2πisj ηj
2K ϑ1
( iz∗j
2K
)2
ϑ1
( izj
2K
)2 , (2.24)
which represent the lattice translation and the phase shift
induced by the interaction between the moving solitons and
the soliton-lattice background.
Writing f0 = (u0,v0)T in Eq. (2.13), the fermionic eigen-
states are given by
f (t,x,z′) = 1
det[In + EME]
(
u0(t,x,z′) det[In + E ˜UE]
v0(t,x,z′) det[In + E ˜VE]
)
,
(2.25)
with
˜Uij (x) = −2α ϑ2ϑ4ϑ1
[
αx−i(z′−zi+z′j )
2K
]
ϑ3ϑ1
(
αx−iz′
2K
)
ϑ1
[
i(zi−z′j )
2K
] ϑ4
(
izi
2K
)
ϑ1
[
i(z′−z′
j
)
2K
]
ϑ1
[
i(z′−zi )
2K
]
ϑ4
(
iz′
j
2K
) ,
(2.26)
˜Vij (x) = −2α ϑ2ϑ4ϑ1
[
αx+i(z+zi−z′j )
2K
]
ϑ3ϑ1
(
αx−iz′
2K
)
ϑ1
[
i(zi−z′j )
2K
] ϑ1( izi2K )ϑ4
[
i(z+z′
j
)
2K
]
ϑ4
[
i(z+zi )
2K
]
ϑ1
(
iz′
j
2K
) .
(2.27)
Im z = 0 and K correspond to scattering states, and
Cjf−(t,x,z′j ), j = 1, . . . ,n are the normalized bound states.
The square of them gives bosonic Bogoliubov quasiparticle
eigenstates.
0.6 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.6
1.0
0.5
0.5
1.0
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0
graybilliard
dislocationgray billiard
dislocation
FIG. 6. Relation between the velocity of the soliton V and the
spectral parameter−λ. We use (c3,c5) = (−1,1), m = 0.82, and α =
0.525. For the eigenvalue −λ(zj ), the soliton velocity is given by
Vj = − Imω3(zj )Im k(zj ) . The shaded areas represent the continuous spectra.
When m  1, the width of the central band becomes very narrow.
The soliton with zero velocity is a static dislocation. The other two
represent the dark soliton billiard [Fig. 8(a), animation1-1.gif] and
the gray soliton that has a small dip (animation1-2.gif).
Let us see the one-soliton solution in detail. The solution
shows a variety of behaviors dependent on the choice of
parameters. When m  1, we can broadly classify it into three
categories by its velocity: dark soliton billiards, stationary
dislocations, and gray solitons; see Fig. 6. In this case, the
soliton propagation can be understood as a successive collision
between the moving soliton and the array of static dark
solitons. Figure 8(a) shows an example of the dark soliton
billiard. The LO background experiences a position shift
x = 2 Im z1
α
after the passing of the soliton. Such behavior is
different from the soliton train,which is the sliding of thewhole
soliton lattice. The gray soliton has a more shallow shape and
its lattice-shifting effect is weaker than that of the dark soliton
billiard. The zero-velocity soliton can be interpreted as a static
dislocation. Their animation examples are animation1-1.gif,
1-2.gif, 1-3.gif, and 1-4.gif in Ref. [72]. A static dislocation
can appear only for the higher-order NLS system, because the
soliton velocity becomes monotonic function for the ordinary
NLS system (c3,c5) = (1,0), as shown in Fig. 7.
When the background lattice is almost trigonometric (m 
0), the distinction between billiards and gray solitons becomes
obscure, and any soliton is observed as an envelope soliton
[Fig. 8(b) and animation1-5.gif and 1-6.gif]. This behavior is
similar to the solitons observed in the soft-core bosons [46].
Plotting the accompanying quasiparticle bound state is
also interesting. For the dark soliton billiard, the transport
0.6 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.6
1.0
0.5
0.5
1.0
V
0
gray-likebilliard-like
gray-like billiard-like
FIG. 7. The sameﬁgure as Fig. 6, butwe consider (c3,c5) = (1,0),
i.e., the ordinary NLS system. In this case, the velocity Vj = − Imω(zj )Im k(zj )
becomes a monotonic function, and there is no zero-velocity soliton
(i.e., no static dislocation). The shape of the soliton continuously
changes from the dark soliton billiard to the gray soliton.
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t 400
t 320
t 240
t 160
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t 0
t 80
t 160
t 240
30 20 10 0 10 20 30
x
0.1
(a)
(b)
FIG. 8. Examples of the one-soliton solution [Eq. (2.18) with
n = 1]. The plot shows the amplitude |ψ(t,x)|2. We set (c3,c5) =
(−1,1). (a) Dark soliton billiard. Parameters are m = 0.999, α =
0.527, z1 = −0.5K ′ + 0.3iK, and C1 = 1.16. (b) Snapshot of the
envelope soliton when the background is almost trigonometric. The
arrow shows the direction of the soliton propagation. Parameters are
m = 0.3, α = 0.638, z1 = −0.5K ′ + 0.55iK, and C1 = 4.39. See
also animation ﬁles in Ref. [72], where animation1-1.gif corresponds
to (a) and 1-5.gif to (b).
of quasiparticle wave packet during the collision of solitons
is not a simple translation but rather a “tunneling” from one
soliton to another; see Fig. 9 and animation2-1.gif. The other
animation examples are also available in [72].
We note that the ordinary NLS equation also has the same
soliton solutions, which can be obtained by setting (c3,c5) =
(1,0). In this case, ω3(z) = ω(z) [Eq. (2.11)]. As discussed in
Sec. II E, the linear stability analysis of the density-modulated
state shows the negative spectrum (Fig. 4), since the ground
state of the ordinary NLS system is a uniform state. However,
if we can prepare a low-temperature environment and can
suppress thermal instability, the metastable soliton dynamics
with modulated background will be observed even in this
system. This will be realized in the Bose condensates of typical
ultracold atomic experiments by phase imprint [73]. When the
d t 5
x
h t 95
x
c t 30
x
g t 70
x
b t 55
x
f t 45
x
10 5 0 5 10
a t 80
x
10 5 0 5 10
e t 20
x
FIG. 9. Transport and tunneling of the quasiparticle bound state in
the dark soliton billiard. Figures should be seen in alphabetical order.
The parameters are the same as Fig. 8(a). The solid line represents
the amplitude of the bound state |C1f (t,x,z′1)|2, and the dashed line
is the soliton. See also animation2-x.gif.
soliton lattice consists of sufﬁciently separated dark solitons,
its lifetime due to the effects of ﬁnite temperature and radial
conﬁnements can be approximated by that of a single dark
soliton and estimated by the methods in Refs. [74–76].
G. Current-carrying (twisted-kink crystal) background
The soliton dynamics can be generalized for the case where
the background condensate is the FFLO state or the twisted-
kink crystal. Here we give a brief summary.
Equation (2.2) has the stationary solution
ψFFLO(x) = ei[p˜−iαZ(2iz0)]x
iαϑ2ϑ4ϑ1
(
αx−2iz0
2K
)
ϑ3ϑ4
( 2iz0
2K
)
ϑ4
(
αx
2K
) . (2.28)
Here z0 and p˜ are real parameters satisfying −K ′2 <
z0 <
K ′
2 and p˜
3 + ( c32c5 + S1)p˜ + S3 = 0, writing s =
−iα√m sn(2iz0), c = α√m cn(2iz0), d = α dn(2iz0), S1 =
s2 + c2 + d2, S2 = s2c2 + c2d2 + d2s2, and S3 = scd. The
chemical potential is given by μ = μFFLO = c3(S1 − 7p˜2) +
c5(S21 + 2S2 − 10S1p˜2 − 15p˜4). Both the density and the
phase are modulated in this state:
|ψFFLO|2 = mα2[sn2(αx) − sn2(2iz0)], (2.29)
argψFFLO = cn(2iz0) dn(2iz0)−i sn(2iz0) (sn(2iz0)
−2; am(αx)|m)
+ p˜x + const. (2.30)
If z0 = p˜ = 0, ψFFLO reduces to the real lattice ψLO. This
solution can be found by following the general argument on
the stationary solutions in the higher-order and lower-order
NLS equations in Sec. V.
Although such current-carrying states are not the ground
state, the linear stability analysis for the bosonic Bogoli-
ubov quasiparticle (uBose,vBose) suggests that these states
are metastable if z0 is not too large. Therefore, the soliton
dynamics with these backgrounds will be stably observable.
With this FFLO background, the n-soliton solution is given
as follows. The uniformization variable of theRiemann surface
is given by (λ,ω) = [˜λ(z),ω(z)], with ˜λ(z) = λ(z) − p˜2 and
Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10). The crystal momentum k(z) of BdG
eigenstates is given by Eq. (3.13). The time evolution in the
AKNS3 equation is described by ω3(z) = {c3 + c5[4˜λ(z)2 −
4p˜ ˜λ(z) + 3p˜2 + S1]}ω(z). The n-soliton solution is
ψ(t,x) = ψFFLO(x) det[In + E
˜AE]
det[In + EME] , (2.31)
where the deﬁnitions of E and M are the same as in
the previous section, but we must use new ω3(z) and k(z)
mentioned above. The matrix ˜A is modiﬁed to be
˜Aij = −2α
ϑ2ϑ4ϑ1
[ αx−i(2z0−zi+z′j )
2K
]
ϑ3ϑ1
(
αx−2iz0
2K
)
ϑ1
[ i(zi−z′j )
2K
] ϑ4
[
i(z0+zi )
2K
]
ϑ1
[ i(z0−z′j )
2K
]
ϑ1
[
i(z0−zi )
2K
]
ϑ4
[ i(z0+z′j )
2K
] .
(2.32)
The asymptotics of this solution is given in Sec. IV I, where we
write ψ0 = ψFFLO. The fermionic eigenstates in the absence
and presence of solitons are given by Eqs. (3.12) and (4.47),
respectively.
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H. Parameters for gif animation ﬁles
Here we show the parameters used in gif animation ﬁles
in the Supplemental Material [72]. The animation1-x.gif (x =
1, . . . ,6) provide soliton dynamics. The animation2-x.gif (x =
1, . . . ,4) draw the accompanying bound states.
(i) animation1-1.gif: Dark soliton billiard. The parameters
are the same as in Fig. 8(a). The spectral parameter and the
soliton velocity are evaluated as λ(z1) = 0.0576 and V1 =
0.0711.
(ii) animation1-2.gif: Gray soliton. z1 = −0.5K ′ +
0.05iK, C1 = 0.893, and the other parameters are the same
as in Fig. 8(a). The spectral parameter and the soliton velocity
are evaluated as λ(z1) = 0.471 and V1 = −0.469.
(iii) animation1-3.gif: Static dislocation. z1 = −0.5K ′ +
0.1066iK,C1 = 0.0336, and the other parameters are the same
as in Fig. 8(a). The spectral parameter and the soliton velocity
are evaluated as λ(z1) = 0.333 and V1 = 0.
(iv) animation1-4.gif: Example of three-soliton solu-
tion. z1 = −0.5K ′ + 0.3iK, z2 = −0.5K ′ + 0.1066iK, z3 =
−0.5K ′ + 0.05iK, C1 = 0.467, C2 = 0.0336, C3 = 176, and
the other parameters are the same as in Fig. 8(a).
(v) animation1-5.gif: Envelope soliton.The parameters are
the same as in Fig. 8(b). The spectral parameter and the soliton
velocity are evaluated as λ(z1) = 0.243 and V1 = 0.239.
(vi) animation1-6.gif: Another envelope soliton. z1 =
−0.5K ′ + 0.34iK, C1 = 4.13, and the other parameters are
the same as in Fig. 8(b). The spectral parameter and the soliton
velocity are evaluated as λ(z1) = 0.357 and V1 = −0.0477.
The parameters of animation2-1.gif, 2-2.gif, 2-3.gif, and
2-4.gif, showing the dynamics of the bound states, are the
same as in 1-1.gif, 1-2.gif, 1-5.gif, and 1-6.gif.
III. FERMIONIC EIGENSTATES FOR AKNS1
BACKGROUND
Sections III–VI are devoted to the detail of the formulation
and calculation.
In order to formulate the IST with soliton-lattice back-
ground in Sec. IV, we ﬁrst summarize the eigenstates of the
BdG equation (−i∂x ψ0
ψ∗0 i∂x
)(
u
v
)
= 
(
u
v
)
, (3.1)
when ψ0 satisﬁes the AKNS1 equation
d1ψ0 + d2(−i∂xψ0) + d3
(−∂2xψ0 + 2|ψ |2ψ) = 0, (3.2)
where the coefﬁcients di’s are real. The solutions expressed
by the Weierstrass functions are given in Ref. [28]. We give an
expression using the Jacobi theta functions. Derivation based
on Ref. [56] is given in Appendix C. The convention of elliptic
functions is summarized in Appendix B.
A. Solutions
The general bounded solution of Eq. (3.2) is
ψ0(x) = eipx
iαϑ2ϑ4ϑ1
(
αx−2iz0
2K
)
ϑ3ϑ4
( 2iz0
2K
)
ϑ4
(
αx
2K
) , (3.3)
p = −iαZ(2iz0) + p˜, (3.4)
where p˜ ∈ R, α > 0,m ∈ [0,1], and −K ′2 < z0 < K
′
2 . Here
and hereafter, the omitted elliptic parameter and nome are
always m and q = e−πK ′/K . These parameters are related to
di’s as
d2
d3
= −2p˜, d1
d3
= p˜2 − α2[m − 2 + 3 dn2(2iz0)]. (3.5)
The associated Riemann surface for this potential with p˜ = 0
is given by
ω2 = 4(λ − λ1)(λ − λ2)(λ − λ3)(λ − λ4), (3.6)
λ1 = 12 (−s − c − d), λ2 = 12 (s + c − d), (3.7)
λ3 = 12 (s − c + d), λ4 = 12 (−s + c + d),
s = −iα√m sn(2iz0), c = α
√
m cn(2iz0), (3.8)
d = α dn(2iz0).
The surface corresponding to p˜ = 0 is obtained by translation
λ → λ − p˜2 . The surface is deﬁned by ω2 = detV , where V
represents a matrix of the time-derivative part of the AKNS
system [56]. This surface is parametrized by
λ(z) = α{dn[i(z+ z0)] dn[i(z
′ + z0)]+ im sn(2iz0) cn(2iz0)}
−2 dn(2iz0) ,
(3.9)
ω(z) = αλ′(z) = α
2
2
{dn2[i(z′ + z0)] − dn2[i(z + z0)]},
(3.10)
where z′ := K ′ − z. For p˜ = 0, the Riemann surface is given
by ω2 = 4∏4i=1(λ − λi + p˜2 ) and hence we should use ˜λ(z) =
λ(z) − p˜2 [ω(z) does not change].When z0 = p˜ = 0, we revisit
the parametrization in Sec. II C.
Now let us write the eigenstates of the BdG equation. If we
parametrize  in Eq. (3.1) by
 = −˜λ(z) = −λ(z) + p˜
2
, (3.11)
then the two linearly independent solutions of the BdG
equation for a given  are given by
f0(x,z) :=
(
u0(x,z)
v0(x,z)
)
= eik(z)xei( 12px− παx4K )σ3
× iαϑ2ϑ4
ϑ3ϑ4
(
αx
2K
)
(
ϑ1
[
αx−i(z+z0)
2K
]/
ϑ4
[
i(z+z0)
2K
]
−ϑ1
[
αx+i(z′+z0)
2K
]/
ϑ4
[
i(z′+z0)
2K
]
)
.
(3.12)
and f0(x,z′), where we deﬁne the crystal momentum
k(z) := − iα
2
{Z[i(z + z0)] − Z[i(z′ + z0)]}. (3.13)
Ifψ0(x − x0)e2iϕ0 with x0,ϕ0 ∈ R is used, the solution is given
by eiϕ0σ3f0(x − x0,z). The Wronskian is calculated as
det[f0(x,z),f0(x,z′)] = −2ω(z). (3.14)
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FIG. 10. Relation between the uniformization variable z and the
spectral parameter−λ. The expressions of λi’s are given by Eqs. (3.7)
and (3.8). If we set z0 = 0, it reduces to Fig. 2, i.e., the case of real sn
lattice. The rectangular contour is used for the completeness relation
(3.24) and derivation of the GLM equation (Sec. IV).
B. Periodicities and symmetries
λ(z), ω(z), and k(z) have the following (quasi-) periodicity,
parity, and complex-conjugation relation,
λ(z) = λ(z + 2nK ′ + 2ilK) = λ(z′) = λ(z∗)∗, (3.15)
ω(z) = ω(z + 2nK ′ + 2ilK) = −ω(z′) = ω(z∗)∗, (3.16)
k(z) = k(z + 2nK ′ + 2ilK) + πnα
K
= −k(z′) = k(z∗)∗,
(3.17)
where l and n are integers.ω3(z), which is deﬁned in Eq. (2.11)
and used to solve the AKNS3 equation, has the same symmetry
as ω(z).
In the algebrogeometric construction, λ(z),ω(z),k(z) are
Abelian integrals appearing in the exponential part of the
Baker-Akhiezer functions [51–53].
λ(z) has real values on Im z = nK and Re z = 1+2n2 K ′.
The scattering eigenstates exist on Im z = nK , and the gap
corresponds to Re z = 1+2n2 K ′, n ∈ Z. The speciﬁc values are
λ
(
K ′
2
) = λ1, λ(K ′2 + iK) = λ2,
λ
(−K ′2 + iK) = λ3, λ(−K ′2 ) = λ4, (3.18)
ω
(
±K
′
2
)
= ω
(
±K
′
2
+ iK
)
= 0. (3.19)
If z0 is restricted to −K ′2 < z0 < K
′
2 , they satisfy λ1 < λ2 <
λ3 < λ4 and λ1 < 0 < λ4. The spectrum is determined by
ω2 > 0, and therefore λ < λ1, λ2 < λ < λ3,λ4 < λ, which is
equivalent to  < p˜2 − λ1, p˜2 − λ2 <  < p˜2 − λ3, p˜2 − λ4 <
. When z0 = p˜ = 0, the real sn lattice is realized and
λ1 = −λ4 and λ2 = −λ3 hold, and hence the spectrum is
symmetric about the origin; see Figs. 10, 11, 12, and 13.
f0(x,z) has a double periodicity and complex conjugation
relation,
f0(x,z) = (−1)lf0(x,z + 2nK ′ + 2ilK), (3.20)
f0(x,z′) = σ1f0(x,z∗)∗, (3.21)
K
2z0 K z0
K
2K z0
Re z
1
4
3
z
2
FIG. 11. −λ(z) on Im z = 0 (black solid line) and Im z = K (red
dashed line).
where l,n ∈ Z. For Im z = lK with integer l, which corre-
sponds to scattering states, the relation
f0(x,z′) = (−1)lσ1f0(x,z)∗ (Im z = lK) (3.22)
holds. When Re z = ±K ′2 , which may become a discrete
eigenvalue in the presence of solitons (see Fig. 10), the relation
f0(x,z)∗ = σ1f0(x,z)
(
Re z = ±K
′
2
)
(3.23)
K
2z0 K z0
K
2K z0
Re z
z
FIG. 12. −ω(z) on Im z = 0 (black solid line) and Im z = K (red
dashed line).
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FIG. 13. k(z) on Im z = 0 (black solid line) and Im z = K (red
dashed line).
holds. In order to cover all solutions of the BdG (or ZS)
operator for all , we need to consider z in a rectangle
with vertices (−K ′ − iK, K ′ − iK, K ′ + iK, − K ′ + iK),
where λ(z) takes all complex values just twice.
f0(x,z) satisﬁes a completeness relation,∫
R
dz
4πα
f0(x,z)f0(y,z′)T σ1 = δ(x − y)I2, (3.24)
where z′ := K ′ − z, and R represents the rectangular contour
in Fig. 10. The proof is given in Appendix C.
If λ(z) and k(z) are real, f0(x,z) is a twisted Bloch function
in the following sense. ψ0(x) is a twisted-periodic function
satisfying
ψ0(x + L0) = ψ0(x)eiθ , L0 = 2K
α
, θ = 2Kp
α
− π.
(3.25)
Then the corresponding eigenstate f0(x,z) satisﬁes
f0(x + L0,z) = eik(z)L0e(iθ/2)σ3f0(x,z). (3.26)
From this expression, one might think that the crystal mo-
mentum is deﬁned up to mod 2π
L0
. In fact, it can be reduced
to mod π
L0
. The reason is as follows. For the twist angle θ of
ψ0(x) in Eq. (3.25), we can alternatively choose θ + 2π . This
makes no change in ψ0(x), but the condition for f0(x,z) is
rewritten as
f0(x + L0,z) = ei[k(z)−
π
L0
]L0e(iθ/2+iπ)σ3f0(x,z). (3.27)
Thus, k(z) is shifted by π
L0
by this transformation. On the
other hand, the bosonic Bogoliubov quasiparticles, whose
wave functions are given by the square of fermionic ones
(Sec. II E), have a crystal momentum 2k(z), which is deﬁned
only up to mod 2π
L0
, the same as ψ0(x).
IV. IST WITH ELLIPTIC BACKGROUND
In this section, we formulate the IST in the presence of
elliptic function background and derive the soliton solutions.
Although a more sophisticated way to derive these soliton
solutions is by reduction of general quasiperiodic Riemann
theta solutions with g − 1 periods of g-fold quasiperiodic
solution taken to be inﬁnity [51–53], an IST-based derivation
can still provide a physical understanding from another view.
A. The tending-to-AKNS1 boundary condition
We consider the scattering problem of the BdG or ZS
operator (−i∂x ψ(x)
ψ(x)∗ i∂x
)(
u
v
)
= 
(
u
v
)
, (4.1)
where ψ(x) asymptotically tends to the AKNS1 potential for
x → ±∞:
ψ(x) →
{
ψ0(x) (x → −∞),
ψ0(x − x0)e2iϕ0 (x → +∞). (4.2)
Here ψ0(x) is given by Eq. (3.3), and x0 and ϕ0 represent the
position and phase shifts of the background lattice induced by
solitons and radiations; see Fig. 5.
B. Jost functions and scattering matrix
In the presence of ψ(x) with the above-mentioned asymp-
totic form, we deﬁne the left Jost function f−(x,z) by the
solution of Eq. (4.1) with  parametrized as Eq. (3.11) with
the asymptotic form
f−(x,z) → f0(x,z) (x → −∞). (4.3)
The solution is uniquely deﬁned by this asymptotic condition.
Similarly, we deﬁne the right Jost function f+(x,z) by
f+(x,z) → eiϕσ3f0(x − x0,z) (x → +∞). (4.4)
Because of the uniqueness of the solution under a given
asymptotic form, the same relations as in Eqs. (3.20) and (3.21)
hold:
f±(x,z) = (−1)lf±(x,z + 2nK ′ + 2ilK), (4.5)
f±(x,z′) = σ1f±(x,z∗)∗. (4.6)
We introduce the scattering matrix S(z) by the relation
(f+(x,z) f+(x,z′)) = (f−(x,z) f−(x,z′))S(z), (4.7)
S(z) =
(
a(z) b(z′)
b(z) a(z′)
)
, (4.8)
which satisﬁes
S(z) = S(z + 2nK ′ + 2ilK) = σ1S(z′)σ1, (4.9)
S(z′) = S(z∗)∗, (4.10)
det S(z) = 1, (4.11)
S(z)−1 = σ2S(z)T σ2. (4.12)
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Equations (4.9) and (4.10) are derived from Eqs. (4.5) and
(4.6). Equation (4.11) is proved by the Wronskian. Equation
(4.12) is a general formula of 2 × 2 inverse matrix with
determinant 1. In terms of a(z) and b(z), these relations are
a(z) = a(z + 2nK ′ + 2ilK), a(z′) = a(z∗)∗, (4.13)
b(z) = b(z + 2nK ′ + 2ilK), b(z′) = b(z∗)∗, (4.14)
a(z)a(z′) − b(z)b(z′) = 1. (4.15)
When Im z = nK , Eq. (4.15) reduces to |a(z)|2 − |b(z)|2 = 1.
C. Bound states
The bound states appear at the zeros of a(z), since the
coefﬁcient of the exponentially divergent component in the
Jost function vanishes. Since the BdG or ZS operator is self-
adjoint, the discrete spectrum can appear for real , which
corresponds to z = ±K ′2 + iη, 0 < η < K . Here we derive the
normalization constant of bound stateswritten by the scattering
matrix.
Let z = zj be a zero of a(z). Then the bound state is given
by f+(x,zj ). Since a(zj ) = 0, the left and right Jost function
is related by
f+(x,zj ) = b(zj )f−(x,z′j ), (4.16)
where z′j := K ′ − zj .
We deﬁne the normalization constant
c−2j :=
∫ ∞
−∞
dxf+(x,zj )†f+(x,zj ). (4.17)
Then cjf+(x,zj ) is normalized. Let us write the z derivative
of a function f by dot ˙f = ∂f/∂z. Differentiating the BdG
equation by z (and recalling  = −λ + p˜2 ), we ﬁnd
∂x[f+(x,zj )†σ3 ˙f+(x,zj )] = −i ˙λ(zj )f+(x,zj )†f+(x,zj ).
(4.18)
Integrating this and using Eqs. (3.14), (3.23), and (4.3), we
obtain −i ˙λ(zj )c−2j = 2ω(zj )a˙(zj )b(zj )∗. Since ω = α ˙λ,
c−2j = 2iαa˙(zj )b(zj )∗. (4.19)
D. Integral representation of the Jost function
We introduce the integral representation for the left Jost
function with a kernel (x,y):
f−(x,z) = f0(x,z) +
∫ x
−∞
dy(x,y)f0(y,z). (4.20)
This expression is called the triangular representation in
several references. Following the same proof as Ref. [41] (see
also Refs. [77,78]), we obtain the equation for the kernel ,
(x,x) − σ3(x,x)σ3 = U (x) − U0(x), (4.21)
∂(x,y)
∂x
+ σ3
[
∂(x,y)
∂y
− (x,y)U0(x)
]
σ3
− U (x)(x,y) = 0, (4.22)
where U (x) = ( 0 −iψ(x)
iψ(x)∗ 0 ) and U0(x) = ( 0 −iψ0(x)iψ0(x)∗ 0 ).
From this, ψ(x) is given by
ψ(x) = ψ0(x) + 2i12(x,x), (4.23)
ψ(x)∗ = ψ0(x)∗ − 2i21(x,x). (4.24)
E. The GLM equation
Let us derive the GLM equation. We start from the relation
between right and left Jost functions,
1
a(z)f+(x,z) = f−(x,z) +
b(z)
a(z)f−(x,z
′), (4.25)
which is the left column of Eq. (4.7). Substituting the integral
representation (4.20),
1
a(z)f+(x,z) − f0(x,z)
=
∫ x
−∞
dy(x,y)f0(y,z) + b(z)
a(z)
[
f0(x,z′)
+
∫ x
−∞
dy(x,y)f0(y,z′)
]
. (4.26)
We now evaluate
∫
R
dz
4πα [Eq. (4.26)]f0(w,z′)T σ1 for w < x,
where R is the rectangular contour in Fig. 10. Let us introduce
c(x,w) :=
∫
R
dz
4πα
b(z)
a(z)f0(x,z
′)f0(w,z′)T σ1, (4.27)
then∫
R
dz
4πα
[RHS of Eq. (4.26)]f0(w,z′)T σ1
= (x,w) + c(x,w) +
∫ x
−∞
dy(x,y)c(y,w). (4.28)
Next we evaluate the integration of the left hand side. Let us
deﬁne
d (x,w) := − i2α
∑
j
b(zj )
a˙(zj )
f0(x,z′j )f0(w,z′j )T σ1
=
∑
j
C2j f0(x,z′j )f0(w,z′j )T σ1, (4.29)
where we write Cj := |b(zj )|cj and Eq. (4.19) is used. Using
the residue theorem, we obtain∫
R
dz
4πα
[LHS of Eq. (4.26)]f0(w,z′)T σ1
= −d (x,w) −
∫ x
−∞
dy(x,y)d (y,w). (4.30)
Summarizing, exchanging the dummy variables y and w, the
GLM equation for the kernel  is given by
(x,y) + (x,y) +
∫ x
−∞
dw(x,w)(w,y) = 0 (y < x),
(4.31)
(x,y) := c(x,y) + d (x,y). (4.32)
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This equation solves the inverse problem, i.e., it determines
the potential ψ(x) from the scattering data: the reﬂection
coefﬁcients r(z) = b(z)/a(z), the list of discrete eigenvalues
z1, . . . ,zn, and the normalization constants of bound states
C21 , . . . ,C
2
n .
F. Integral appearing in reﬂectionless solutions
Here we evaluate an integral necessary to solve the GLM
equation. Let us calculate
M(x,zj ,z) :=
∫ x
−∞
dxf0(x,z′j )T σ1f0(x,z′), (4.33)
where zj is a zero of a(z) and hence written as zj = ±K ′2 +
iη, 0 < η < K , and λ(zj ) is real. The other parameter z has
no constraint except that the integrand must vanish at x →
−∞. We ﬁrst note that if f1,f2 are eigenstates of the ZS
operator with eigenvalues 1,2, the relation f †1 f2 = (f
†
1 σ3f2)x
i(2−∗1 )
holds. Using this and Eq. (3.23), and recalling  = −λ + p˜2[Eq. (3.11)],
M(x,zj ,z) =
f0(x,z′j )T σ1σ3f0(x,z′)
i[λ(zj ) − λ(z)] . (4.34)
Now we derive an expression for M(x,zj ,z). Using the three-
term Weierstrass addition formula [79]
ϑ1(a + c)ϑ1(a − c)ϑ4(b + d)ϑ4(b − d) − ϑ1(b + c)ϑ1(b − c)ϑ4(a + d)ϑ4(a − d) = ϑ1(a + b)ϑ1(a − b)ϑ4(c + d)ϑ4(c − d),
(4.35)
with a = i(zj+z′+2z0)4K , b =
i(z′j+z+2z0)
4K , c =
2αx+i(zj−z′)
4K , d =
i(zj−z′)
4K , the numerator of Eq. (4.34) is given by
f0(x,z′j )T σ1σ3f0(x,z′) = e−i[k(zj )+k(z)]x
α2ϑ22ϑ
2
4ϑ1
[
i(2z0+K ′)
2K
]
ϑ1
[ i(z−zj )
2K
]
ϑ4
[ αx+i(zj−z′)
2K
]
ϑ23ϑ4
(
αx
2K
)
ϑ4
[ i(zj+z0)
2K
]
ϑ4
[ i(z′j+z0)
2K
]
ϑ4
[
i(z+z0)
2K
]
ϑ4
[
i(z′+z0)
2K
] . (4.36)
Similarly, the denominator of Eq. (4.34) is
i[λ(zj ) − λ(z)]
= −α
2
ϑ2ϑ4ϑ1
[
i(2z0+K ′)
2K
]
ϑ1
[ i(zj−z′)
2K
]
ϑ1
[ i(z−zj )
2K
]
ϑ3ϑ4
[ i(zj+z0)
2K
]
ϑ4
[ i(z′j+z0)
2K
]
ϑ4
[
i(z+z0)
2K
]
ϑ4
[
i(z′+z0)
2K
] .
(4.37)
Therefore, we obtain
M(x,zj ,z) = −2
αϑ2ϑ4ϑ4
[ αx+i(zj−z′)
2K
]
ϑ3ϑ4
(
αx
2K
)
ϑ1
[ i(zj−z′)
2K
]e−i[k(zj )+k(z)]x
= −2αϑ2ϑ4ϑ1
[ αx+i(zj+z)
2K
]
ϑ3ϑ4
(
αx
2K
)
ϑ4
[ i(zj+z)
2K
]ei πα2K xe−i[k(zj )+k(z)]x.
(4.38)
G. Reﬂectionless solution
Now we solve the GLM equation for a reﬂectionless
case c = 0 and  = d . The solution can be obtained by
imposing the following form for the kernel :
(x,y) =
∑
j
Cj
(
hj (x)
hj (x)∗
)
f0(y,z′j )T σ1. (4.39)
As we see below, (u,v) = (hj ,h∗j ) is a normalized bound state.
Substituting this to the GLM equation and performing the
integration, we have(
hj (x)
hj (x)∗
)
+ Cj
(
u0(x,z′j )
v0(x,z′j )
)
+
∑
i
(
hi(x)
hi(x)∗
)
CiCjM(x,zi,zj ) = 0. (4.40)
We note that v0(x,z′j ) = u0(x,z′j )∗ and M(x,zi,zj ) =
M(x,zi,zj )∗ from Eqs. (3.20), (3.23), and (4.34). Hence, the
ﬁrst and second components of Eq. (4.40) are equivalent. Using
the hi satisfying Eq. (4.40), the potential and the Jost functions
are given by [see Eqs. (4.20) and (4.23)]
ψ(x) = ψ0(x) + 2i
∑
j
hj (x)Cju0(x,z′j ), (4.41)
f−(x,z′) = f0(x,z′) +
∑
i
(
hi(x)
hi(x)∗
)
CiM(x,zi,z). (4.42)
Multiplying Cj and substituting z = zj , we ﬁnd (hj ,h∗j )T =
−Cjf−(x,z′j ) = −cj |b(zj )|f−(x,z′j ), which is the normalized
bound state (see Sec. IVC).
H. Determinant expressions
Let us construct determinant expressions for the reﬂection-
less solutions. Let E(x) be a diagonal matrix with
E(x) = diag (e1(x), . . . ,en(x)), (4.43)
ej (x) = Cje−ik(zj )x. (4.44)
LetM(x) be ann × nmatrixwith (i,j ) components deﬁned
by
Mij (x) = −2α
ϑ2ϑ4ϑ4
[αx+i(zi−z′j )
2K
]
ϑ3ϑ4
(
αx
2K
)
ϑ1
[ i(zi−z′j )
2K
] . (4.45)
Then the solution of Eq. (4.40) is given by (h1, . . . ,hn) =
−(C1u1, . . . ,Cnun)(In + EME)−1, with ui = u(x,z′i). Using
the Weierstrass addition formula (4.35) and the linear-
algebraic formula a + y†A−1x = a det(A+a−1xy†)detA , where a is a
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scalar, x,y are vectors, andA is amatrix, we rewrite Eqs. (4.41)
and (4.42). The resultant expressions are
ψ(x) = ψ0(x)det[In + EPAQE]det[In + EME] , (4.46)
f−(x,z′)= 1det[In + EME]
(
u0(x,z′) det[In + EP ′UQ′E]
v0(x,z′) det[In + EP ′′VQ′′E]
)
,
(4.47)
where we deﬁne x-independent diagonal matrices P , Q, P ′,
Q′, P ′′, Q′′, whose j th entries are given by
Pj =
ϑ4
[ i(z0+zj )
2K
]
ϑ1
[ i(z0−zj )
2K
] , Qj = ϑ1
[ i(z0−z′j )
2K
]
ϑ4
[ i(z0+z′j )
2K
] , (4.48)
P ′j =
ϑ4
[ i(z0+zj )
2K
]
ϑ1
[ i(z′−zj )
2K
] , Q′j = ϑ1
[ i(z′−z′j )
2K
]
ϑ4
[ i(z0+z′j )
2K
] , (4.49)
P ′′j =
ϑ1
[ i(z0−zj )
2K
]
ϑ4
[ i(z+zj )
2K
] , Q′′j = ϑ4
[ i(z+z′j )
2K
]
ϑ1
[ i(z0−z′j )
2K
] , (4.50)
and matrices A(x),U(x),V(x), whose (i,j ) components are
Aij (x) = −2α
ϑ2ϑ4ϑ1
[ αx−i(2z0−zi+z′j )
2K
]
ϑ3ϑ1
(
αx−2iz0
2K
)
ϑ1
[ i(zi−z′j )
2K
] , (4.51)
Uij (x) = −2α
ϑ2ϑ4ϑ1
[ αx−i(z0+z′−zi+z′j )
2K
]
ϑ3ϑ1
[
αx−i(z′+z0)
2K
]
ϑ1
[ i(zi−z′j )
2K
] , (4.52)
Vij (x) = −2α
ϑ2ϑ4ϑ1
[ αx+i(z0+z+zi−z′j )
2K
]
ϑ3ϑ1
[
αx−i(z′+z0)
2K
]
ϑ1
[ i(zi−z′j )
2K
] . (4.53)
We prove in Sec. VI that the time-dependent soliton
solutions of the higher-order NLS (AKNSn) equation (6.1)
can be obtained by the simple replacement
ej (x) = Cje−ik(zj )x
→ ej (t,x) = Cje−iωn(z)t−ik(zj )x (4.54)
in E , where ωn is deﬁned in Eq. (6.2). The velocity of the j th
soliton is given by Vj = − Imωn(zj )Im k(zj ) . If we parametrize Cj as
Cj = 1√α e− Im k(zj )xj , then xj represents the position of the j th
soliton at t = 0 up to an additive constant.
The reduction to the case where the background is the LO
state, or the real sn lattice, is realized by setting z0 = p˜ = 0.
In particular, the expressions of Sec. II F are reproduced by
writing ψ0(x) := ψLO(x) and ˜A := PAQ, ˜U := P ′UQ′, and
˜V := P ′′VQ′′. The case of z0 = 0,p˜ = 0 corresponds to the
more general FFLO case, which is summarized in Sec. II G.
I. Asymptotics
Since E(x) → 0 (∞) in the limit x → −∞ (+∞), the
asymptotic form of ψ(x) [Eq. (4.46)] is
ψ(x) →
{
ψ0(x) (x → −∞),
ψ0(x) (
∏
j PjQj ) detA
detM (x → +∞).
(4.55)
Let us determine the asymptotic constants x0 and ϕ0 in
Eq. (4.2). Using the determinant formula in Eq. (D2), we ﬁnd
lim
x→+∞ψ(x) =
∏
j
(PjQj e pα (2zj−K ′))ψ0[x + i∑j (2zj−K ′)α ].
(4.56)
We must not misidentify x0 = − i
∑
j (2zj−K ′)
α
from this expres-
sion, since i
∑
j (2zj−K ′)
α
is generally a complex number, unless
all zj ’s have a positive real part K
′
2 . If there exists zj with real
part −K ′2 , we need a slight rewriting.
Let us write zj = sj K ′2 + iηj , with sj = ±1 and 0 < ηj <
K . Then
PjQj =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
ϑ1
[
i(z0− K
′
2 )−ηj
2K
]2
ϑ1
[
i(z0− K
′
2 )+ηj
2K
]2 e π2K 2iηj (sj = +1),
ϑ1
[
i(z0+ K
′
2 )−ηj
2K
]2
ϑ1
[
i(z0+ K
′
2 )+ηj
2K
]2 e− 2πz0K − π2K 2iηj (sj = −1).
(4.57)
Let us write i
∑
j (2zj − K ′) = −2
∑
j ηj − 2iK ′s#, where
s# :=∑j 1−sj2 counts the number of zj ’s having the
real part −K ′2 . Then the main theta-functional part of
ψ0[x + i
∑
j (2zj−K ′)
α
] is rewritten as
ϑ1
( αx−2iz0−2∑j ηj
2K − s#τ
)
ϑ4
( αx−2∑j ηj
2K − s#τ
) = e 2πz0K s# ϑ1
( αx−2iz0−2∑j ηj
2K
)
ϑ4
( αx−2∑j ηj
2K
) .
(4.58)
The factors e
2πz0
K
s# in Eq. (4.58) and e− 2πz0K in Eq. (4.57) are
canceled out, and we obtain the asymptotic form
lim
x→+∞ψ(x) = e
2iϕ0ψ0(x − x0), (4.59)
with
x0 =
2
∑
j ηj
α
, (4.60)
e2iϕ0 =
∏
j
e2iηj (
p
α
+sj π2K )ϑ1
[ i(z0−sj K′2 )−ηj
2K
]2
ϑ1
[ i(z0−sj K′2 )+ηj
2K
]2 , (4.61)
which represent the lattice translation and the phase shift
induced by solitons.
V. AKNSn COVERING AKNSm<n
Here we discuss a condition that the higher-order stationary
AKNS equation has a solution for the lower-order one. We use
the same notation as Ref. [56], and we write q = −iψ and
r = iψ∗.
Let us consider the stationary AKNSn equation
n+2∑
j=1
cjM
(j )
12 = 0, (5.1)
where M (j )12 , j = 1,2, . . . are the (1,2) component of
the formal Laurent series solution M =∑∞j=0 M (j )(−2λ)j for
the Lax equation Mx = [U,M] with M (0) = σ32i and
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U = (−iλ qr iλ) [41,56]. Here, when we iteratively deter-
mine M (j ), the integration constants are ﬁxed to keep
the scaling property M(αλ,{αj+1q(j )(x),αj+1r (j )(x)}) =
M(λ,{q(j )(x),r (j )(x)}). The ﬁrst few M (j )’s are available in
Ref. [56].
Equation (5.1) has a solution of the lower-order AKNSm<n
equation
m+2∑
j=1
djM
(j )
12 = 0, (5.2)
if the coefﬁcients c1, . . . ,cn+2 and d1, . . . ,dm+2 satisfy the
relation
cj =
n−m∑
k=0
dj−kαk+1 (j = 1, . . . ,n + 2), (5.3)
whereα1, . . . ,αn−m+1 are arbitrary real constants and dj ’s with
extended indices are deﬁned by
dj =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
−2J1−j (1 − n + m  j  0),
dj (1  j  m + 2),
0 (m + 3  j  n + 2),
(5.4)
where J1−j ’s are integration constants in the stationary
AKNSm equation determined by the following procedure: The
inﬁnite conservation laws in the AKNS system fx = Uf and
ft = Vf can be obtained as [80]
0 = ∂t (U11 + U12) + ∂x(V11 + V12)
=:
∞∑
j=1
−i
(−2λ)j (∂tFj + ∂xJj ), (5.5)
where  = f2/f1 satisﬁes the Ricatti equation
x + U122 + (U11 − U22) − U21 = 0. (5.6)
Each order in Eq. (5.5) gives the conservation law ∂tFj +
∂xJj = 0 with the charge Fj and the current Jj . When
we consider the stationary solution (∂t = 0), it reduces to
∂xJj = 0, and hence Jj provides an integration constant.
In the stationary AKNSm equation, only J1, . . . ,Jm+1 are
independent, since the equation is an (m + 1)th-order differen-
tial equation. The higher-order constants Jm+2,Jm+3, . . . are
iteratively determined by
m+2∑
j=1
djJj = 0, (5.7)
m+2∑
j=1
djJj+l =
l−1∑
k=0
J1+kJl−k (l  1). (5.8)
We remark that Eq. (5.4) implies that the coefﬁcients dj ’s are
regarded as “negative-numbered” integration constants. This
guess can be justiﬁed by generating the ﬁrst integrals using the
Krichever’s formal solution [51].
The AKNS matrices U and V for Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) are
given by
U =
(−iλ q
r iλ
)
, Vc =
n+2∑
j=1
cjV
(j ), Vd =
m+2∑
j=1
djV
(j ),
(5.9)
with V (j ) :=∑j−1k=0(−2λ)j−1−kM (k). Using them, Eq. (5.1)
and (5.2) are given by ∂xVc = [U,Vc] and ∂xVd = [U,Vd ],
respectively. If the coefﬁcients satisfy the relation (5.3), we
can check the relation
Vc =
⎡
⎣n−m+1∑
j=1
αj (−2λ)j−1
⎤
⎦Vd. (5.10)
Ifwewrite theRiemann surfacesω2c = detVc andω2d = detVd ,
they are related as
ωc =
⎡
⎣n−m+1∑
j=1
αj (−2λ)j−1
⎤
⎦ωd. (5.11)
We have checked the validity of Eqs. (5.3)–(5.11) for 1  m <
n  10 byMathematica, thoughwe do not give a general proof
here.
For example, if we consider (n,m) = (3,1), i.e., the AKNS3
and AKNS1 equation, the above relation is⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
d1 −2J1 −2J2
d2 d1 −2J1
d3 d2 d1
0 d3 d2
0 0 d3
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛
⎝α1α2
α3
⎞
⎠, (5.12)
with
J1 = d2rq + id3(rxq − rqx), (5.13)
J2 = −d1rq + d3(−r2q2 + rxqx). (5.14)
The constants J3,J4, . . . are successively determined by
d1J1 + d2J2 + d3J3 = 0, d1J2 + d2J3 + d3J4 = J 21 , and so
on. Vc and Vd are related as
Vc = (α1 − 2α2λ + 4α3λ2)Vd. (5.15)
The situation in Sec. II is reproduced by the reduction d3 =
1, c2 = c4 = 0, and c1 = −μ. Then we have α3 = c5, α2 =
−c5d2, and α1 = c3 + c5(d22 − d1). The chemical potential is
given by
μ = −c3d1 + c5
[
d1
(
d1 − d22
)− 2d2J1 + 2J2], (5.16)
and the constraint between these coefﬁcients is
d32 +
(
c3
c5
− 2d1
)
d2 − 2J1 = 0. (5.17)
For the FF state q = √ρ¯eipx, r = √ρ¯e−ipx , we have
J1 = d2ρ¯ + 2ρ¯p, J2 = −d1ρ¯ − ρ¯2 + p2ρ¯, and d1 = −d2p −
(2ρ¯ + p2), then Eq. (5.16) reproducesμFF by using Eq. (5.17).
For the LO state q = r = √mα sn(αx), we have d2 = J1 =
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0, d1 = −(m + 1)α2, and J2 = mα4 [set p˜ = z0 = 0 in
Eq. (3.5)], then Eq. (5.16) reduces to μLO.
For the FFLO state, using s,c,d of Eq. (3.8) and deﬁning
S1 = s2 + c2 + d2, S2 = s2c2 + c2d2 + d2s2, and S3 = scd,
we get d2 = −2p˜, d1 = p˜2 − S1, J1 = 2S3, and J2 = S2 +
2p˜S3. Equation (5.17) reduces to p˜3 + ( c32c5 + S1)p˜ + S3 = 0,
which determines p˜. The chemical potential (5.16) becomes
μ = c3(S1 − 7p˜2) + c5(S21 + 2S2 − 10S1p˜2 − 15p˜4).
The uniformization variable is introduced as
ω3(z) = [α1 − 2α2 ˜λ(z) + 4α3 ˜λ(z)2]ω(z)
= {c3 + c5[4˜λ(z)2 − 4p˜ ˜λ(z) + 3p˜2 + S1]}ω(z),
(5.18)
with ˜λ(z) = λ(z) − p˜2 . If z0 = 0, the expressions reduce to the
LO case.
VI. TIME EVOLUTION
Finally, we solve the time-evolution problem of the higher-
order NLS equation. While our main interest in Sec. II is the
system H − μN = −μI1 + c3I3 + c5I5, here we give a more
general answer for the higher-order NLS equations whose
energy functional is given by
∑n+2
j=1 cj Ij and the asymptotic
form of ψ is given by the tending-to-AKNS1 boundary
condition [Eq. (4.2)].
We now determine the time evolution of the AKNSn
equation,
i∂tψ =
n+2∑
j=1
cj
(−iM (j )12 ), (6.1)
with the tending-to-AKNS1 boundary condition (4.2). If we
set n = 3, c1 = −μ, and c2 = c4 = 0, Eq. (6.1) reduces to
Eq. (2.2). We parametrize d1,d2,d3 in the same way as in
Sec. III. The coefﬁcients c1, . . . ,cn+2 must satisfy the relation
(5.3), because the potential ψ asymptotically tends to the
stationary AKNS1 potential at spatial inﬁnities x → ±∞.
Following the result of the previous section, we introduce the
uniformization variable
ωn(z) = ω(z)
⎧⎨
⎩
n∑
j=1
αj [−2˜λ(z)]j−1
⎫⎬
⎭, (6.2)
where ˜λ(z) = λ(z) − p˜2 with p˜ = − d22d3 , and λ(z),ω(z) aredeﬁned in Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10). Let us deﬁne the time-
dependent right and left Jost functions by the asymptotic form
f+(t,x,z) → eiϕ0σ3f0(x − x0,z) (x → +∞), (6.3)
f−(t,x,z) → f0(x,z) (x → −∞). (6.4)
We deﬁne the time-dependent scattering matrix by the relation
f+(t,x,z) = f−(t,x,z)S(t,z). (6.5)
We simply write f±(0,x,z) = f±(x,z) and S(0,z) = S(z).
Then, solving the time-derivative equation of the AKNS
system ∂tf = Vf at x = ±∞, we ﬁnd the time evolution
of the scattering matrix
S(t,z) = eiωn(z)σ3t S(z)e−iωn(z)σ3t , (6.6)
or equivalently,
a(t,z) = a(z), b(t,z) = e−2iωn(z)t b(z). (6.7)
The time evolution of the normalization coefﬁcient of the
bound state Cj = |b(zj )|cj is
Cj (t) = e−iωn(z)tCj , (6.8)
since C2j = |b(zj )|2c2j has the same time dependence with
b(zj )/a˙(zj ) due to Eq. (4.19). Solving the GLM equation
(4.31) for each time t with the use of the time evolution of
the scattering data a(t,z), b(t,z), and Cj (t), we can solve the
initial-value problem of the AKNSn equation with the tending-
to-AKNS1 boundary condition, i.e., the problem with the
soliton-lattice background. In particular, if we are interested in
the reﬂectionless solution, we can obtain the time evolution by
formally replacing Cj → Cj (t) in the equations of Sec. IVH.
VII. SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVE
We have introduced the integrable model of density-
modulated quantum condensates as a linear combination of
conserved quantities in the NLS hierarchy and have provided
an n-soliton solution by formulating the IST with the elliptic-
functional background. The resulting exact soliton solutions
exhibit various kinds of novel dynamics such as dark soliton
billiards, stationary dislocations, gray solitons, and envelope
solitons. Their behaviors are different from gap solitons
and soliton trains. The tunneling phenomena of quasiparticle
bound states have been also demonstrated. Our result will
be universal and useful to understand nonequilibrium and
transport phenomena in nonuniform quantum matters. These
solitons will be realized using the phase imprinting [73,81,82]
or the barrier sweeping [35], if a density-modulated state in
ultracold atomic systems can be prepared. Recently, the density
order in Dy atoms with the dipolar interaction is observed
[83,84].
The author initiated this work because he was stimulated
by the numerical simulation of soliton emission in the
Bose condensates with soft-core interaction in Ref. [46] and
wanted to ﬁnd an exactly tractable example of such solitons
with spontaneously modulated background. The model was
constructed based on the idea in Sec. II A. However, in order
to achieve integrability, the model includes the terms whose
physical meanings are not evident. Finding a more realistic
model with solvability is left as a future problem. In fact, as
discussed in Sec. II F, the soliton dynamics with soliton-lattice
background will be realized even in the ordinary (not higher-
order) NLS systems, if we can prepare the low-temperature
state to suppress the instability.
The behavior of the soliton-lattice and multisoliton solu-
tions in the higher-order NLS system reminds us of fermionic
condensates, rather than bosonic ones. This is quite natural,
because it is known that the NLS hierarchy and the self-
consistent BdG solitons have a close relation [28,30,56,85].
After submitting the ﬁrst preprint in 2013, the author
noticed several references which address similar issues and
discuss related concepts [85–91].
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The next important future work is the construction of the
self-consistent BdG solitons [77,92]with elliptic backgrounds,
employing the method of Ref. [93].
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APPENDIX A: EVALUATION AND MINIMIZATION OF
ENERGIES FOR FF AND LO STATES
The energy density h(x) at a point x is deﬁned by the
integrand of Eq. (2.1). The energy per particle is deﬁned by
E = ∫ L0 dxh(x)/ ∫ L0 dx|ψ |2, whereL is a period given byL =
2π/p for the FF state and L = 4K(m)/α for the LO state,
respectively. Let EFF(ρ¯,p) and ELO(ρ¯,m) be the energies per
particle for the FF and LO states. A straightforward calculation
gives
EFF(ρ¯,p) = c3(p2 + ρ¯) + c5(p4 + 6p2ρ¯ + 2ρ¯2), (A1)
ELO(ρ¯,m) = c3 ρ¯[m + (m + 1)Q(m)]3Q(m)2
+ c5 ρ¯
2[2m(m + 1) + (m2 + 4m + 1)Q(m)]
5Q(m)3 ,
(A2)
where Q(m) := 1 − E(m)
K(m) . The variational parameters p and
m are to be chosen to minimize the above energies for ﬁxed
ρ¯. Let p = pg(ρ¯) and m = mg(ρ¯) be such values. They are
determined as follows:
pg(ρ¯) =
{
0
(
ρ¯ > −c36c5
)
,
±√−(c3 + 6c5ρ¯)/(2c5)
(
ρ¯ < −c36c5
)
,
(A3)
mg(ρ¯) =
{
1
(
ρ¯ > −5c318c5
)
,
inverse function of ρ¯g(m)
(
ρ¯ < −5c318c5
)
,
(A4)
ρ¯g(m) := −5c3[−2m + (1 + m)Q(m)]Q(m)6c5[−3m(1 + m) + (1 + 4m + m2)Q(m)] . (A5)
Here we have assumed c3 < 0 and c5 > 0. Then EFF(ρ¯)
and ELO(ρ¯) appearing in Sec. II B are deﬁned as EFF(ρ¯) =
EFF[ρ¯,pg(ρ¯)] and ELO(ρ¯) = ELO[ρ¯,mg(ρ¯)]. The periods are
given by 2π/pg(ρ¯) and 4K[mg(ρ¯)]/
√
ρ¯/Q[mg(ρ¯)] for the
FF and LO states, respectively. Figure 1 is made by these
functions.
In Figs. 3, 6, 8, and 9, we choose α = √ρ¯g(m)/Q(m); i.e.,
the energy-minimizing LO states are always chosen in these
ﬁgures.
APPENDIX B: CONVENTION OF ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS
IN THIS PAPER
We use Mathematica’s notations for the elliptic integrals
and the Jacobi elliptic functions K(m), E(m), (n;ϕ|m),
am(u|m), sn(u|m), cn(u|m), and dn(u|m). We omit m when
it is obvious. We write K = K(m), K ′ = K(1 − m), and
τ = iK ′/K . Exceptionally, the Jacobi zeta function Z(u|m)
is deﬁned in a different way from Mathematica (see below).
For the theta functions, we use the following convention.
Let us deﬁne
ϑa,b(u|τ ) :=
∑
n∈Z
eiπτ (n+a)
2
e2iπ(n+a)(u+b); (B1)
then
ϑ3(u|τ ) := ϑ0,0(u|τ ), ϑ4(u|τ ) := ϑ0, 12 (u|τ ), (B2)
ϑ2(u|τ ) := ϑ 1
2 ,0
(u|τ ), ϑ1(u|τ ) := −ϑ 1
2 ,
1
2
(u|τ ). (B3)
This convention is the same as that in Ref. [79]. The
relation withMathematica’s convention is [ϑj (u,q)] used here =
[ϑj (πu,q)]Mathematica . We also write ϑj (u,q) = ϑj (u|τ ) with
the nome q = eiπτ . They are written as ϑj (u) when τ
or q is evident. The notation ϑj = ϑj (0) is also used.
ϑ1(u) is odd and others are even. The Jacobi elliptic func-
tions in terms of thetas are sn(2Ku) = ϑ3
ϑ2
ϑ1(u)
ϑ4(u) , cn(2Ku) =
ϑ4
ϑ2
ϑ2(u)
ϑ4(u) , dn(2Ku) =
ϑ4
ϑ3
ϑ3(u)
ϑ4(u) . The elliptic parameter is given
by m = ϑ42/ϑ43 .
We use the following deﬁnition for the Jacobi zeta function
(the same convention as Toda’s books, e.g., Ref. [94]):
Z(u|m) = 1
2K
ϑ ′4
(
u
2K
)
ϑ4
(
u
2K
) = d
du
lnϑ4
(
u
2K
)
. (B4)
The parameter m is often omitted. It satisﬁes
Z(−u) = −Z(u), Z(u + 2lK + 2niK ′) = Z(u) − niπ
K
.
(B5)
The following formulas are known:
d
du
Z(u|m) = dn2(u|m) − E(m)
K(m) , (B6)
Z(u + v) − Z(u − v) − 2Z(v) = −2m sn
2 u sn v cn v dn v
1 − m sn2 u sn2 v .
(B7)
Substituting u = u + iK ′ in Eq. (B7),
sn v cn v dn v
sn2 u − sn2 v
= 1
2
[Z(u − v + iK ′) − Z(u + v + iK ′)] + Z(v). (B8)
Using the above formulas and ϑ4(z + τ2 ) = ie−iπ(z+τ/4)ϑ1(z),
we obtain the integral formula∫
du
sn v cn v dn v
sn2 u − sn2 v =
1
2
ln
ϑ1
(
u−v
2K
)
ϑ1
(
u+v
2K
) + uZ(v) + const.
(B9)
The const only depends on v.
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APPENDIX C: FERMIONIC EIGENSTATES FOR AKNS1
BACKGROUND
In this Appendix, we provide a detailed derivation for the
expressions in Sec. III, i.e., the fermionic BdG (ZS) eigen-
states expressed by theta functions when the general AKNS1
potentials exist. Here we refer to higher-order NLS equations
as “AKNSg equations,” in accordance with Refs. [30,56].
g = 1 corresponds to the normal NLS equation and g = 3
is considered in Sec. II.
For convenience of comparison with Ref. [56], we write
ψ = iq, r = q∗, and  = −λ. Then the BdG equation reduces
to the spatial-derivative part of the AKNS form
∂x
(
u
v
)
= U
(
u
v
)
, U =
(−iλ q
r iλ
)
. (C1)
The stationary AKNS1 equation is given by
d1q + d2(−iqx) + d3(−qxx + 2|q|2q) = 0, (C2)
where di’s are real. We can eliminate the d2 term by gauge
transformation q → qeip˜x , with p˜ = − c22c3 , and the resulting
equation is
−μq − qxx + 2|q|2q = 0, (C3)
with μ = p˜2 − d1
d3
. If (q,u,v,λ) is a solution of Eq. (C1),
(qeip˜x,ueip˜x/2,ve−ip˜x/2,λ − p˜2 ) is also a solution. Thus, the
solutions for d2 = 0 are easily constructed from those for
d2 = 0. So, henceforth, we only consider q(x) described by
Eq. (C3) without loss of generality.
1. Solution of the AKNS1 equation
ByU(1)-gauge and translational symmetries, we obtain two
integration constants for Eq. (C3),
j = q
∗qx − qq∗x
2i
, jm = |qx |2 + μ|q|2 − |q|4, (C4)
which are Eqs. (5.13) and (5.14) with (d1,d2,d3) = (−μ,0,1),
and represent the currents of the number and momentum
densities. Writing q = √ρeiS ,
j = ρSx, ρ
2
x
4
= −j 2 + jmρ − μρ2 + ρ3. (C5)
Thus, the phase is given by S = j ∫ dx
ρ
. If the second
expression is factorized as
ρ2x
4
= (ρ − ρ1)(ρ − ρ2)(ρ − ρ3), (C6)
μ = ρ1 + ρ2 + ρ3, jm = ρ1ρ2 + ρ2ρ3 + ρ3ρ1,
j 2 = ρ1ρ2ρ3, (C7)
then the solution is
ρ(x) − ρ1
ρ2 − ρ1 = sn
2
[√
ρ3 − ρ1(x − x0)
∣∣∣∣ρ2 − ρ1ρ3 − ρ1
]
. (C8)
If we choose ρi’s such that 0  ρ1  ρ2  ρ3 and x0 is
real, ρ(x) is bounded and periodic and takes the minimum
(maximum) value ρ1 (ρ2). Henceforth, we set x0 = 0. Let
us write α = √ρ3 − ρ1, m = ρ2−ρ1ρ3−ρ1 , which satisfy α  0,
0  m  1. Furthermore, let z0 be a real number satisfying
−K ′2 < z0 < K
′
2 , and we introduce the parametrization:
ρ1 = −mα2 sn2(2iz0|m), ρ2 = mα2 cn2(2iz0|m), (C9)
ρ3 = α2 dn2(2iz0|m).
Since the mass current is given by j 2 = ρ1ρ2ρ3, we obtain
j = −imα3 sn(2iz0) cn(2iz0) dn(2iz0). (C10)
The relation sgn z0 = sgn j holds by this choice of sign. ρ(x)
is rewritten as
ρ(x) = mα2[sn2(αx|m) − sn2(2iz0|m)]
= α2[dn2(2iz0|m) − dn2(αx|m)]. (C11)
The phase is integrated by the formula (B9),
iS = i
∫ x jdx
ρ
= α
∫ x
dx
sn(2iz0) cn(2iz0) dn(2iz0)
sn2(αx) − sn2(2iz0)
= 1
2
ln
ϑ1
(
αx−2iz0
2K
)
ϑ1
(
αx+2iz0
2K
) + αxZ(2iz0) + 2iϕ0, (C12)
whereZ(2iz0) is the Jacobi zeta function (seeAppendixB) and
2ϕ0 is a real constant. This integration can be also performed
by the elliptic integral of the third kind [see Eq. (2.30)]. Thus,
e±iS = e±[2iϕ0+αxZ(2iz0)]
√√√√ϑ1(αx∓2iz02K )
ϑ1
(
αx±2iz0
2K
) . (C13)
Note thatϑj (z,q)∗ = ϑj (z∗,q) (j = 1,2,3,4) holds if the nome
q = e−πK ′/K is real.
Rewriting the density (C11) in terms of theta functions
and using the addition formula ϑ1(v + w)ϑ1(v − w)ϑ24 =
ϑ1(v)2ϑ4(w)2 − ϑ4(v)2ϑ1(w)2 ↔
ϑ1(v + w)ϑ1(v − w)ϑ24
ϑ4(v)2ϑ4(w)2
= ϑ1(v)
2
ϑ4(v)2
− ϑ1(w)
2
ϑ4(w)2
, (C14)
we obtain
√
ρ = αϑ2ϑ4
ϑ3ϑ4
(
αx
2K
)
ϑ4
( 2iz0
2K
)
√
ϑ1
(
αx + 2iz0
2K
)
ϑ1
(
αx − 2iz0
2K
)
.
(C15)
From Eqs. (C13) and (C15),
p = −iαZ(2iz0), (C16)
q = √ρeiS = ei(2ϕ0+px)α ϑ2ϑ4ϑ1
(
αx−2iz0
2K
)
ϑ3ϑ4
( 2iz0
2K
)
ϑ4
(
αx
2K
) , (C17)
q∗ = √ρe−iS = e−i(2ϕ0+px)α ϑ2ϑ4ϑ1
(
αx+2iz0
2K
)
ϑ3ϑ4
( 2iz0
2K
)
ϑ4
(
αx
2K
) . (C18)
It provides the general solution of Eq. (C3). The case c2 = 0
[Eq. (C2)] can be included by the modiﬁcation
p = −iαZ(2iz0) + p˜, (C19)
with p˜ = − d22d3 . Recalling the relationψ = iq and settingϕ0 =
0, we obtain Eq. (3.3).
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2. Eigenstates of the BdG or ZS operator
a. Parametrization of λ by uniformization variable z
Generally, the stationary AKNSg equation can be solved by
theg-variableRiemann theta functions, and it has an associated
genus-g Riemann surface [52]. The Riemann surface (ω,λ) ∈
C2 is given by ω2 = detV , where V is the matrix appearing
in the time-derivative equation in the AKNS formalism. The
spectrumof theZSoperator, or theBdGoperator in condensed-
matter context, can be determined by the condition ω2 > 0
[56]. Although a given Riemann theta solution with genus g
can also become a solution for higher-order AKNSg′ equation
such that g′ > g (see Sec. V), the corresponding Riemann
surface should be constructed using the AKNS form for the
smallest g, as noted in Ref. [56].
The matrix U,V giving the AKNS1 equation with d1 =
−μ, d2 = 0, d3 = 1 is (now consider r = q∗)
U =
(−iλ q
r iλ
)
, (C20)
V = −μV (1) + V (3)
=
(−2iλ2 + iμ2 − iqr 2λq + iqx
2λr − irx 2iλ2 − iμ2 + iqr
)
. (C21)
The associated Riemann surface is
ω2 = detV = 4λ4 − 2μλ2 + 4jλ + μ
2
4
− jm, (C22)
where j and jm are deﬁned in Eq. (C4). Using Eqs. (C7) and
(C9), the RHS of Eq. (C22) is factorized as Eqs. (3.6)–(3.8).
We note that the quartic polynomial in the RHS of Eq. (3.6) has
the resolvent cubic polynomial given by the RHS in Eq. (C6).
A uniformization variable is introduced as follows. Let λ(z)
be a solution of the differential equation
α2λ′(z)2 = 4
∏
i=1,2,3,4
[λ(z) − λi]. (C23)
Then we can parametrize the Riemann surface (C22) or (3.6)
by (ω,λ) = [αλ′(z),λ(z)]. Equation (3.9) provides the solution
of Eq. (C23). The symmetries of λ(z) and ω(z) in z plane are
summarized in Sec. III.
b. Eigenstates of the BdG or ZS operator for AKNS1 potentials
Now let us provide the expression of BdG eigenstates in
the presence of general AKNS1 potentials. Though the formal
symbolic expression of eigenstates using the AKNS matrices
U and V is given in Ref. [56], rewriting it by theta functions
is essential to formulate the IST.
By the addition formula, the square of λ [Eq. (3.9)] is
λ(z)2 = α
2
4
{dn2[i(z + z0)] + dn2[i(z′ + z0)]
+ dn2(2iz0) + m − 2}. (C24)
Using this and Eqs. (3.10) and (C9) and μ = ρ1 + ρ2 + ρ3 =
α2[m − 2 + 3 dn2(2iz0)],
2λ2 − μ
2
+ ρ3 ± ω =
{
α2 dn2[i(z′ + z0)],
α2 dn2[i(z + z0)].
(C25)
Thus,
iV11 ± ω = 2λ2 − μ2 + ρ(x) ± ω
=
{
mα2{sn2(αx) − sn2[i(z′ + z0)]},
mα2{sn2(αx) − sn2[i(z + z0)]},
(C26)
where V11 denotes the top-left component of Eq. (C21). Using
the addition formula (C14), it is rewritten as
iV11 + ω = α2
ϑ22ϑ
2
4ϑ1
[
αx+i(z′+z0)
2K
]
ϑ1
[
αx−i(z′+z0)
2K
]
ϑ23ϑ4
(
αx
2K
)2
ϑ4
[
i(z′+z0)
2K
]2 , (C27)
iV11 − ω = α2
ϑ22ϑ
2
4ϑ1
[
αx+i(z+z0)
2K
]
ϑ1
[
αx−i(z+z0)
2K
]
ϑ23ϑ4( αx2K )2ϑ4
[
i(z+z0)
2K
]2 . (C28)
We can determine the expressions of V12 and V21 using
theta functions from the following facts: (i) ω2 = detV ↔
V12V21 = (iV11 + ω)(iV11 − ω), (ii) V12 = V ∗21 for real λ, and
(iii) V12 = 2λq + iqx is invariant under the exchange z ↔ z′
and have the same twisted periodicity with q(x) [Eq. (3.25)].
The resultant is
V12 =−ie2iϕ0mα2
ϑ23ϑ
2
4ϑ1
[
αx−i(z+z0)
2K
]
ϑ1
[
αx−i(z′+z0)
2K
]
ϑ22ϑ4
(
αx
2K
)2
ϑ4
[
i(z+z0)
2K
]
ϑ4
[
i(z′+z0)
2K
]
× eipx− iπαx2K , (C29)
V21 = ie−2iϕ0mα2
ϑ23ϑ
2
4ϑ1
[
αx+i(z+z0)
2K
]
ϑ1
[
αx+i(z′+z0)
2K
]
ϑ22ϑ4
(
αx
2K
)2
ϑ4
[
i(z+z0)
2K
]
ϑ4
[
i(z′+z0)
2K
]
× e−ipx+ iπαx2K . (C30)
By partial fraction decomposition,
ω
(
U12
V12
+ U21
V21
)
= −j + μλ − 4λ
3 + 2λω
iV11 − ω −
−j + μλ − 4λ3 − 2λω
iV11 + ω .
(C31)
The numerators of the above are in fact expressed as
− j + μλ − 4λ3 ± 2λω
=
{−imα3 sn[i(z + z0)] cn[i(z + z0)] dn[i(z + z0)],
−imα3 sn[i(z′ + z0)] cn[i(z′ + z0)] dn[i(z′ + z0)],
(C32)
because ω = αλ′ and Eq. (C22) implies
− j + μλ − 4λ3 ± 2λω = α
2
(±2λ2 − ω)′, (C33)
which can be calculated by using Eqs. (C24) and (3.10). From
Eqs. (C26), (C31), (C32), and the formula (B9),
iω
∫ x
dx
(
U12
V12
+ U21
V21
)
= 1
2
ln
ϑ1
[
αx−i(z+z0)
2K
]
ϑ1
[
αx+i(z′+z0)
2K
]
ϑ1
[
αx+i(z+z0)
2K
]
ϑ1
[
αx−i(z′+z0)
2K
]
+ αx{Z[i(z + z0)] − Z[i(z′ + z0)]}. (C34)
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Using the formula of Ref. [56] and Eqs. (C27)–(C30) and
(C34), the square of fermionic eigenstates is given by
u2 = V12
√
iV11 − ω
iV11 + ω exp
[
iω
∫ x
dx
(
U12
V12
+ U21
V21
)]
= −ie2iϕ0α2 ϑ
2
2ϑ
2
4ϑ1
[
αx−i(z+z0)
2K
]2
ϑ23ϑ4
(
αx
2K
)2
ϑ4
[
i(z+z0)
2K
]2 ei[2k(z)+p]x− iπα2K x,
(C35)
v2 = −V21
√
iV11 + ω
iV11 − ω exp
[
iω
∫ x
dx
(
U12
V12
+ U21
V21
)]
= −ie−2iϕ0α2 ϑ
2
2ϑ
2
4ϑ1
[
αx+i(z′+z0)
2K
]2
ϑ23ϑ4
(
αx
2K
)2
ϑ4
[
i(z′+z0)
2K
]2 ei[2k(z)−p]x+ iπα2K x,
(C36)
where we have deﬁned the crystal momentum k(z) by
Eq. (3.13). Taking the square roots of the above expressions
and setting a factor to satisfy the BdG equation, we obtain
f0(x,z) :=
(
u(x,z)
v(x,z)
)
= eik(z)x+i(ϕ0+ 12px− παx4K )σ3
× iαϑ2ϑ4
ϑ3ϑ4
(
αx
2K
)
(
ϑ1
[
αx−i(z+z0)
2K
]/
ϑ4
[
i(z+z0)
2K
]
−ϑ1
[
αx+i(z′+z0)
2K
]/
ϑ4
[
i(z′+z0)
2K
]
)
.
(C37)
If we set ϕ0 = 0 and rewrite (u,v) → (u0,v0), it gives
Eq. (3.12).
For a given λ = λ(z), the two linearly independent solutions
of the BdG equation are f0(x,z) and f0(x,z′) unless λ =
λ1,λ2,λ3,λ4. For degenerate points λ = λ1,λ2,λ3,λ4 ↔ z =
±K ′2 , ± K
′
2 + iK , two linearly independent solutions are
given by f0(x,z) and df0(x,z)dz .
The solution for d2 = 0 can be obtained by modifying the
spectral parameter parametrization (λ,ω) = [λ(z) − p˜2 ,αλ′(z)]
and using p of Eq. (C19) in Eq. (C37). The periodicity and
symmetry of f0(x,z) are summarized in Sec. III.
3. Completeness relation
Here we derive the completeness relation of the BdG
eigenstates (3.24), which is necessary when we derive the
GLM equation. To avoid mathematical difﬁculty of the inﬁnite
system, we ﬁrst consider a ﬁnite-length system and take the
limit to inﬁnity.
Let us consider the ﬁnite-length system in [−L2 ,L2 ], L > 0
with periodic boundary condition. From Eq. (3.25), in order
for the density and phase of ψ0(x) to be continuous,
L = N0L0, θ = 2πM0
N0
, N0 ∈ N, M0 ∈ Z. (C38)
The parameters m, α, and z0 must be chosen to satisfy these
discretization conditions. From Eq. (3.26), the discretization
condition for fermionic eigenstates is given by
k(z) = π (2N − M0)
L
, N ∈ Z. (C39)
This condition implies that, if the eigenstates are labeled by
crystal momentum, they are equally spaced. Therefore, if we
use this labeling, we need no weight function when we replace
a summation by an integral in the inﬁnite-length limit.
Let us refer to the three bands ©1 , ©3 , and ©5 in Fig. 10 as C,
M, and V, respectively. (The names originate from conduction,
midgap, and valence bands, respectively.) In each band, k(z)
is monotonic (Fig. 13). In the C and V bands, k(z) goes from
−∞ to +∞ monotonically. In theM band, k(z) monotonically
decreases. Since k(z) in each band is monotonic, we can use it
as a label of eigenstates. Let f0(x,k,b) be an eigenstate labeled
by the crystal momentum k and the band index b = C, M, and
V. Then, following the conventional wisdom of self-adjoint
operators, the completeness relation is given by
∑
b=C,M,V
∑
k
f0(x,k,b)f0(y,k,b)†
N (k,b) = δ(x − y)I2, (C40)
where N (k,b) = ∫ L/2−L/2 dxf †0 f0 is a normalization. We want
to take an inﬁnite-length limit of this expression. First, let us
rewrite N (k,b). From Eqs. (3.13) and (B6), we can prove
dk
dz
= iV11
α
= α
2
{dn2[i(z + z0)] + dn2[i(z′ + z0)]} − αE
K
,
(C41)
where iV11 := 2αK
∫ K/α
−K/α dx(iV11) is an averaged value of
iV11, which can be calculated using Eq. (C26). Furthermore,
following the discussion of Sec. 2.5 of Ref. [56] and using
Eq. (C26), we can check
|u|2 + |v|2 =
{
2iV11 (z ∈ R),
−2iV11 (z ∈ R + iK). (C42)
Integrating this over [−L/2,L/2] and using (C41),
N (k,b) =
{
2αLdk
dz
(b = C,V),
−2αLdk
dz
(b = M). (C43)
Taking the limitL → ∞ and changing the integration variable
from k to z, the summation is replaced by the integral
∑
b=C,M,V
∑
k
→ L
(∫ K ′−z0
−K ′−z0
−
∫ K ′−z0+iK
−K ′−z0+iK
)
dz
2π
dk
dz
, (C44)
where the minus sign for the M band comes from the fact that
k(z) is a decreasing function in this region. Using Eqs. (C43)
and (C44), the inﬁnite-length limit of Eq. (C40) is(∫ K ′−z0
−K ′−z0
+
∫ K ′−z0+iK
−K ′−z0+iK
)
dz
4πα
f0(x,z)f0(y,z)† = δ(x − y)I2.
(C45)
Using Eq. (3.22), and adding vertical contours ∫ K ′−z0+iK
K ′−z0 and∫ −K ′−z0
−K ′−z0+iK , which cancel because of the periodicity of f0(x,z),
we obtain Eq. (3.24).
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APPENDIX D: THETA RATIO DETERMINANT
Let x,ξ1, . . . ,ξn, η1, . . . ,ηn be complex numbers. We want to prove
det
[
ϑr (x + ξi + ηj )
ϑ1(ξi + ηj )
]
1i,jn
= ϑr (x)
n−1ϑr
[
x +∑ni=1(ξi + ηi)]∏i<j ϑ1(ξi − ξj )ϑ1(ηi − ηj )∏n
i,j=1 ϑ1(ξi + ηj )
, (D1)
where r can be any of 1, 2, 3, and 4. A corollary of Eq. (D1) is
det
[ ϑr (x+ξi+ξj )
ϑr (x)ϑ1(ξi+ξj )
]
1i,jn
det
[ ϑr′ (y+ξi+ξj )
ϑr′ (y)ϑ1(ξi+ξj )
]
1i,jn
= ϑr ′ (y)ϑr (x + 2ξ1 + · · · + 2ξn)
ϑr (x)ϑr ′ (y + 2ξ1 + · · · + 2ξn) , (D2)
where y is complex and r ′ is any of 1, 2, 3, and 4. This is used in the asymptotics of soliton solutions (Sec. IV I).
Proof of Eq. (D1). We prove by induction. n = 1 is trivial. n = 2 is proved by using the Weierstrass formula [79]. We now
assume the theorem up to matrices of size n − 1. For brevity, let Dn(x; ξ1, . . . ,ξnη1, . . . ,ηn) denote the left-hand side of Eq. (D1). The
Desnanot-Jacobi formula tells us that
Dn
(
x; ξ1, . . . ,ξn
η1, . . . ,ηn
)
=
Dn−1
(
x; ξ1, . . . ,ξn−1
η1, . . . ,ηn−1
)
Dn−1
(
x; ξ1, . . . ,ξn−2,ξn
η1, . . . ,ηn−2,ηn
)
Dn−2
(
x; ξ1, . . . ,ξn−2
η1, . . . ,ηn−2
) − Dn−1
(
x; ξ1, . . . ,ξn−1
η1, . . . ,ηn−2,ηn
)
Dn−1
(
x; ξ1, . . . ,ξn−2,ξn
η1, . . . ,ηn−1
)
Dn−2
(
x; ξ1, . . . ,ξn−2
η1, . . . ,ηn−2
) .
(D3)
Calculating the right-hand side with the help of the Weierstrass formula, we complete the proof.
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